By MAURICE (JPN) (2011). Horse of the year in Japan, Stakes winner of $9,315,273 USA in Hong Kong and Japan, Tenno Sho (Autumn) [G1], etc. Sire of 4 crops of racing age, 710 foals, 611 starters, 19 stakes winners, 1 champion, 374 winners of 801 races and earning $65,014,906 USA, including Geraldina (Champion in Japan, $3,321,858 USA, Queen Elizabeth II Cup [G1], etc.), Jack d'Or (to 5, 2023, $3,835,681 USA, Osaka Hai [G1], etc.), Mazu ($3,397,715 USA, Tab Doomben 10,000 [G1], etc.), Hitotsu ($2,378,523 USA, ATC Bentley Australian Derby [G1], etc.), Pixie Knight ($2,081,596 USA, Sprinters S. [G1], etc.), North Bridge (to 5, 2023, $1,403,575 USA, American Jockey Club Cup [G2], etc.), Divina (to 5, 2023, $1,213,356 USA, Ireland Trophy Fuchu Himba S. [G2], etc.).

1st dam


=BRAVAS (JPN) (c. by =King Kamehameha (JPN)). 5 wins, 2 to 4 in JPN, $1,365,684 (USA), Niigata Kinen [G3], 2nd Tanabata Sho [G3], Challenge Cup [G3].

=DIVINA (JPN) (f. by =Maurice (JPN)). Black type winner, see below.

=Leviosa (JPN) (c. by =King Kamehameha (JPN)). Winner at 4 in JPN, $45,495 (USA).

2nd dam

=Halwa Sweet (JPN), by Machiavellian. 5 wins, 3 to 5 in JPN, $517,878 (USA). Half-sister to =MARTINBOROUGH (JPN) ($1,656,106 (USA), Chunichi Shimbun Hai [G3], etc., sire), =FRERE JACQUES (JPN) ($1,281,581 (USA), Radio Nikkei Sho [G3], etc.), =Belle Diva (JPN) ($405,952 (USA), 3rd Yodo Tankyori S. [L]). Dam of 6 winners--

=VIVLOS (JPN) (f. by =Deep Impact (JPN)). 4 wins, 2 to 4 in JPN and UAE, placed in 1 start at 5 in HK, $8,441,484 (USA), Champion older mare in Japan, Hwt. older mare at 4 on United Arab Emirates Free Hand., 7 - 9 1/2 fur., Hwt. older mare at 5 on United Arab Emirates Free Hand., 7 - 9 1/2 fur., Shuka Sho [G1], DP World Dubai Turf [G1], 2nd Longines Hong Kong Mile [G1], DP World Dubai Turf [G1] twice, Ireland Trophy Fuchu Himba S. [G2], Shion S. [G3].

=CHEVAL GRAND (JPN) (c. by =Heart's Cry (JPN)). 7 wins, 2 to 5 in JPN, placed in 1 start at 7 in UAE, $10,190,341 (USA), Japan Cup [G1], Hanshin Daishoten [G2], Copa Republica Argentina [G2], 2nd Tenno Sho (Spring) [G1] twice, Longines Dubai Sheema Classic [G1], Hanshin Daishoten [G2], Nikkei Shinhun Hai [G2], 3rd Japan Cup [G1], etc. Sire.

=VERXINA (JPN) (f. by =Deep Impact (JPN)). Black type winner, see above.

=Falster (JPN) (c. by =Dance in the Dark (JPN)). 3 wins and 5 in JPN, $251,737 (USA).

=Grande Venus (JPN) (c. by =Kitasan Black (JPN)). Winner at 2 in JPN, $48,177 (USA).

=Rangiroa (JPN) (c. by =Agnes Tachyon (JPN)). 3 wins and 4 in JPN.

=I V Stella (JPN) (f. by =Heart's Cry (JPN)). Placed at 2 in JPN, $47,764 (USA).

=Evan Sweet (JPN) (f. by =Suave Richard (JPN)). Placed at 2, 2023 in JPN, $33,081 (USA).

3rd dam

Halwa Song, by Nureyev. Unraced. Half-sister to MEZZO SOPRANO ($410,166 (USA), Hwt. filly at 3 on English Free Hand., 11 - 14 fur., Prix Vermeille Fouquet's Barriere [G1], etc.), EMIRATES TO DUBAI ($160,515 (USA), Red Wing Dream S. [L] (BEL, $47,250), sire). Dam of 12 winners--

=MARTINBOROUGH (JPN) (c. by =Deep Impact (JPN)). 7 wins, 3 to 5 in JPN, $1,656,106 (USA), Chunichi Shimbun Hai [G3], Niigata Kinen [G3], 2nd Kokura Kinen [G3]. Sire.

=FRERE JACQUES (JPN) (c. by =Deep Impact (JPN)). 4 wins at 3 and 4 in JPN, $1,281,581 (USA),
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Radio Nikkei Sho [G3], 2nd New Year S. [L], 3rd Kobe Shimbun Hai [G2].

=Belle Diva (JPN) (f. by =Daiwa Major (JPN)). 3 wins at 3 and 5 in JPN, $405,952 (USA), 3rd Yodo Tankyori S. [L].

=Halwa Sweet (JPN) (f. by Machiavellian). See above.

=Lasting Song (JPN) (f. by =Fuji Kiseki (JPN)). Winner at 3 in JPN, $138,961 (USA). Dam of--

=Invicta (JPN) (c. by =Harbinger (GB)). Winner at 2 and 3 in JPN, $282,662 (USA), 3rd Wakaba S. [LR].

=Rapsodia (JPN) (f. by =Deep Brillante (JPN)). 3 wins at 2 and 3 in JPN, $639,521 (USA).

=Spade Ace (JPN) (c. by =World Ace (JPN)). 2 wins at 3 in JPN, $201,050 (USA).

=Festspiel (JPN) (c. by =Fuji Kiseki (JPN)). Winner at 2 in JPN, $88,785 (USA).

=Mellifluous Song (JPN) (f. by French Deputy). Winner at 3 in JPN, $71,785 (USA). Producer.

=Grand Prix Spark (JPN) (c. by End Sweep). Winner at 3 in JPN, $67,095 (USA).

=Siegeslied (JPN) (c. by =Victoire Pisa (JPN)). Winner at 3 and 4 in JPN, $10,148 (USA).

=Jet Black (JPN) (c. by =Zeno Rob Roy (JPN)). Winner at 4 in JPN.

=Chant de l'Ange (JPN) (f. by =Manhattan Cafe (JPN)). Placed at 2 and 3 in JPN, $26,172 (USA). Producer.

4th dam
Morn of Song, by Blushing Groom (FR). 3 wins, 3 to 4 in ENG and NA , $51,101 (USA). Sister to RAHY ($343,386 (USA), Bel Air H. [G2], etc., Among the leading sires twice), half-sister to $SINGSPIEL (IRE) ($5,952,825 (USA), Champion grass horse in U.S., Hwt. older horse at 5 on United Arab Emirates Free Hand., 9 1/2 - 11 fur., Canadian International S. [G1], etc., Leading sire in United Arab Emirates), RAKEEN (Allen Snijman S. [G2], etc., sire), Rivetious ($47,250). 3rd Isaac Murphy H. [AP, $5,863], sire), =Song of Freedom (GB) ($84,474 (USA), 3rd Maktoum Challenge-Round 1 [L]). Dam of 2 winners, including--

MEZZO SOPRANO (f. by =Darshaan (GB)). 4 wins in 8 starts, 2 to 3 in ENG, FR and UAE, $410,166 (USA), Hwt. filly at 3 on English Free Hand., 11 - 14 fur., Prix Vermeille Fouquet's Barriere [G1], E.B.F. Galtres S. [L], 2nd Caffreys Lupe S. [L], 3rd Ribblesdale S. [G2], Prix de Psyche [G3].

CLAREMONT (IRE) (c. by Sadler's Wells). 4 wins, 3 to 5 in ENG, FR and UAE, $326,695 (USA), Prix du Lys [G3], Al Dana Wealth Management Nad Al Sheba Trophy [L], Totepool Aston Park S. [L], 2nd Prix de l'Avre [L], 3rd Prix Hocquart [G2], etc.

EMIRATES TO DUBAI (c. by Storm Cat). 4 wins at 4 and 5 in NA , $160,515 (USA), Red Wing Dream S. [L] (BEL, $47,250). Sire.

Halwa Song (f. by Nureyev). See above.

RACE RECORD for =Divina (JPN): In Japan. At 2, unraced; at 3, two wins, once 2nd, twice 3rd; at 4, two wins; at 5, 2023, one win (Ireland Trophy Fuchu Himba S. [G2]), twice 2nd (Chukyo Kinen [G3], Sekiya Kinen [G3]). Earned 162,386,000 Yen ($1,213,356 USA). Totals: 5 wins, 3 times 2nd, twice 3rd. Earned $1,213,356(USA).